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Let’s face it – there’s no better place to live 

than Austin, Texas. Perhaps that’s why more 

than 100 new people (and their cars) move 

to our region every day. Austin has become 

a magnet for the best and brightest people 

in the world, people who want to bring their 

passion, ideas and plans here to grow. 

Therein lies our city’s greatest 

opportunity…and the biggest challenge 

to its growth and prosperity. 

A recent traffic study found that Austin is 

the fourth worst traffic city in the country, 

with motorists wasting 40+ hours each year 

in traffic. According to another study, if we 

do nothing to address traffic congestion, by 

2035, commuting times will double and, at 

rush hour, every major regional roadway 

could look like I-35 does today. But we don’t 

need transportation studies to tell us that 

our traffic situation is getting worse.

Certainly, solutions won’t be easy or cheap, 

but we can’t let that be an excuse for inaction. 

Imagine where we’d be today if prior 

generations hadn’t built the dams that created 

the Highland Lakes or set aside the thousands 

of acres of conservation land our families 

enjoy today or made the investments in basic 

infrastructure that we now take for granted. 

Our predecessors made those big, bold, 

important, long-term community 

decisions to protect our quality of 

life in the face of inevitable growth. 

Now, it’s our turn to do the same. 

Jack mcDonald
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there’s no single answer to our traffic challenge. We need an “all 

of the above” strategy that includes the following five elements: 

1. improve i-35 and Mopac. I-35 through central Austin 

is the most congested roadway in the state. Planning is 

underway to improve I-35 with two additional lanes, improved 

intersections, and better ramps on and off the freeway. 

The Central Texas Regional Mobility Authority (CTRMA) 

has begun construction on two managed lanes on North 

MoPac. These additional lanes will provide an alternative to 

congestion for express buses and drivers that wish to pay a 

toll. We need to see these projects through to completion.

2. Fill the Gaps in our existing Road System. We need to build 

out the key connectors in our regional roadway system, so we 

don’t have highways that suddenly come to an end, funneling 

drivers onto local roads that weren’t built for commuting. We 

identified these important connector projects through the Austin 

Chamber’s Take on Traffic Initiative and action is underway 

on almost all of them. The CTRMA will complete the Manor 

Expressway later this year providing direct access from Manor 

to Austin. Design is underway for the Bergstrom Expressway 

to provide an alternative to I-35 just east of downtown. Interim 

improvements are underway and long-term improvements 

are in design for the Y at Oak Hill. TxDOT is working with 

our local officials to accelerate SH 71 near the airport and 

SH 45 SW. We need to fund and finish these projects. 

3. Add More public transportation. Through Project Connect 

and the Transit Working Group, we have a vision to increase 

public transportation throughout the region. This includes 

passenger rail, express bus, and rapid bus. Mayor Leffingwell 

and our city leaders are working towards a November 

bond election that will add the next elements of our transit 

system. We need to support their efforts and make sure 

the state and federal governments pay their fair share.

4. leverage technology and Flex Scheduling. Central 

Texas is already a national leader in telecommuting, with 

6.4% of our workforce working from home. We’re also the 

beneficiary of some of the nation’s earliest high-speed Internet 

infrastructure from Google Fiber, AT&T, and Time Warner. 

Let’s leverage that technology and set a goal to increase 

telecommuting to 15% of our workforce within 10 years. 

We should also encourage businesses to reduce congestion 

by offering more flexible schedules and staggered hours. 

5. encourage Smarter land Use. We must make it possible for 

people to live closer to where they work so they commute less. 

We must encourage our elected officials to support development 

patterns that foster residential density in our urban core and 

the creation of new residential and employment centers. 

These initiatives are a work in progress. As the 2014 Chairman 

of the Austin Chamber of Commerce, I welcome the opportunity 

to be part of the dialogue and encourage you to participate 

as well. I hope you will email us at listen@austinchamber.

com and share your thoughts. We owe it to ourselves, the 

next generation and the city we love to get involved. 

it’s our turn. 

Sincerely,

Jack McDonald 

2014 Chamber Chair 

Chairman & CEO of Upland Software

Originally ran in the Austin American-Statesman on February 6, 2014
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What happened in 2013?

What a year this has been! Transportation 

rightfully has taken a top priority in the 

conversations among regional business 

and elected leaders. Austin Mayor Lee 

Leffingwell has delivered on Chamber 

requests to develop data-driven processes 

to analyze regional and local transit 

projects to mitigate traffic. In a Board 

resolution adopted this March, the 

Austin Chamber was the first of many 

regional organizations and jurisdictions 

to support the CAMPO Transit Working 

Group’s vision for high-capacity transit. 

The Chamber reaffirmed its support 

for a multimodal system and urged 

transportation leaders to proceed as 

expeditiously as possible to develop and 

build vitally-important mobility projects.

At the Chamber’s fourth annual State of 

Transportation held this October, Senator 

Kirk Watson presented current efforts to 

design and move forward on short and 

mid-term improvements to our most-

congested corridors: IH 35 and MoPac. It 

has been my honor and pleasure to serve 

on behalf of Chamber members these 

past two years and advocate for a regional 

mobility system that meets the needs of 

business for many decades to come. We 

still have much to do, but this year has 

set a strong foundation for the future.

Martha Smiley 

2013 Vice Chair, Regional Mobility 

martha smiley
What will we do in 2014?

I first want to thank Martha Smiley for her 

tireless contributions and I am proud that 

we as the Austin Chamber recognized her in 

2013 as the inaugural Mobility Advocate of 

the Year. She has set a tremendous example 

with her leadership.

Mobility is a regional challenge and we will 

collaborate with our partners across many 

jurisdictions. We must develop a regional 

plan that ensures Central Texas continues to 

be a great place to do business. That’s why the 

CAMPO 2040 plan currently underway is so 

crucial. Our long-range plan must prioritize 

the regionally-significant projects that will 

take on traffic, improve connectivity, and 

provide options for the six-county region.

Also, we must do everything we can to 

increase funding to accelerate these priority 

projects. The November 2014 election 

provides Texans the opportunity to approve 

new revenue for transportation, the 

constitutional amendment proposition placed 

on the ballot by the Texas Legislature. City 

of Austin voters likely will consider local 

funding for high-capacity transit. We will 

study these issues very closely and ensure 

business needs are met.

Unfortunately, voter approval of these 

measures won’t be enough. We must do all 

we can to fight traffic and expect more from 

our elected leaders. I look forward to working 

with you in 2014.

John Garrett 

2014 Vice Chair, Regional Mobility 

John Garrett
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ausTin Chamber 
TransPorTaTion  
2013 hiGhliGhTs

2013 in reView

Chamber board resolution | march 2013
The Austin Chamber Board of Directors adopted a 

resolution in March 2013 that endorsed the regional 

transit vision created by the CAMPO Transit Working 

Group and reaffirmed the Chamber’s support for 

increasing capacity on key regional corridors. 

Transportation dollars are precious and limited. 

Mobility projects must be cost-effective and prioritized 

based on their ability to address peak-hour congestion.

Resource: Chamber Board Resolution  
www.austinchamber.com/public-policy/files/TOT/
Regional_Mobility_Resolution_03_28_2013.pdf

state of Transportation | october 2013
At the fourth annual State of Transportation, 

the Austin Chamber partnered with member 

company NuStats to conduct a brief exit poll of 

attendees to capture their opinions on the various 

mobility improvement strategies modeled by 

the Texas A&M Transportation Institute to take 

on traffic. Respondents voluntarily participated, 

and the sample size was small. The results shown 

throughout the report illustrate a snapshot of 

reactions that may guide collection of additional 

data to accurately represent public sentiment.

opportunity austin 3.0 | 2014 - 2018
Through the comprehensive economic development 

strategy, Opportunity Austin 3.0 (OA 3.0), the Austin 

Chamber will continue to aggressively advocate 

for a regional, multimodal transportation system to 

mitigate traffic congestion. For its five-year program 

of work from 2014-2018, OA 3.0 set ambitious goals 

for the region: reduce the percentage of commuters 

that drive alone to work and reduce the travel time 

index. To achieve these goals, we as a region must 

pursue the strategies outlined by 2014 Chamber 

Chairman Jack McDonald earlier in this report. 

Resource: opportunityaustin.com
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fiGure 5a: TraVel Time inDeX (1982-2011)
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fiGure 5C: how DiD PeoPle GeT To work in  
CenTral TeXas in 2012?
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Other
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Source: Texas A&M Transportation Institute

Source: American Community Survey

Source: Texas A&M Transportation Institute
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Undecided

No

Yes
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9%

funDinG:  
You Can’t build infrastructure without it
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are you willing to pay more 
taxes and fees? 

fiGure 6b: sTaTe of TransPorTaTion 
aTTenDee surVeY

fiGure 6a: feDeral hiGhwaY TrusT funD

Projections estimate that by late summer 2014, the Federal Highway Trust Fund (HTF) will shortfall. This fund finances surface 

transportation such as highways, public transportation, and intercity passenger rail. The 18.4¢ per gallon federal gas tax which funds the 

HTF was last raised in 1993. It has been impacted by dramatic increases in vehicle fuel efficiency. Since 2008, Congress has transferred 

$54 billion of general revenue funds to shore up the HTF. Without resolution, the U.S. Department of Transportation may have to delay 

or reduce payments to state departments of transportation and transit agencies such as TxDOT and Capital Metro.

The state gas tax of 20¢ per gallon, of which 5¢ funds education, has not been raised since 1991. While the Texas Legislature took an 

important step forward during the 83rd Legislature by passing a bill that allows the use of the oil and gas severance tax for transportation 

projects, and we encourage voters to pass this critical constitutional amendment in November, the estimated $1.4 billion this raises 

for transportation does not fully address the $14 billion a year long-term transportation need identified in the 2030 Committee report 

released in 2009. 

It is time for the federal government and State of Texas to step up and invest in transportation to support continued economic growth 

and prosperity.
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TeXas a&m TransPorTaTion 
insTiTuTe researCh sTuDY
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Texas a&m Transportation institute study | 2013
The Austin Chamber engaged the Texas A&M Transportation Institute (TTI) to model a scenario of strategies to mitigate traffic 

congestion. This report provides greater detail on the findings, but one conclusion is certain: there is no one single strategy 

that will reduce traffic by itself. Each strategy builds upon another in a comprehensive manner to reduce traffic.

Several strategies were developed to address the congestion problems related to the rapid growth in both population and 

vehicle miles of travel (VMT). The Travel Time Index was chosen as a measure of performance. The Travel Time Index is 

the ratio of congested travel time to uncongested travel time. A ratio of 1.31 was calculated in 2010 using observed speed 

data and is used in TTI’s Urban Mobility Report. A ratio of 1.31 means that it will take 31% longer in congested conditions, 

usually the peak AM or PM period, than it would take for an average trip during uncongested times of the day. For this 

analysis, the AM peak period from 7 AM to 9 AM was chosen, since the CAMPO model contains this information.

It is important to note that these values are not predictive; these charts do not predict the levels of adoption of the strategies. The 

levels tested here are suppositions, not predictions. However, the impact to congestion, under these “what if” scenarios, is measured. 
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builD1
eXPanD  
CaPaCiTY  
for all moDes

mobile2
inCrease mobile 
workforCe 
bY 76,000

fleX3
shifT 46,000 
CommuTers ouT 
of rush hour

moDe4
shifT 74,000  
TraVelers To 
oTher moDes

miXeD-use5
reDuCe aVeraGe 
home-work TriP 
lenGTh bY 25%

The CamPo 2035 plan forecasts an additional 400,000 commuter  
trips during rush hour, about double compared to today.

whaT Do we neeD To Do To reDuCe TraffiC?
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eXPanD sYsTem CaPaCiTY:  
build the CamPo Plan
oVerView
The CAMPO 2035 Plan is a program 

of roadway and transit improvements 

totaling $28.4 billion (about $9.6 

billion for new projects). According 

to calculations made by TTI using 

the CAMPO modeling networks, the 

planned roadway network will have 

1,958 additional lane miles, which is 

a 17% increase in lane miles over the 

2010 levels.

In addition to the CAMPO Plan 

projects, TTI added managed lanes 

(1 lane in each direction) on IH 35, 

adding about 55 lane miles to the 

total. Adding managed lanes to IH 35 

reduced the travel time index from 

1.83 to 1.79. 
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Doing nothing is not an option.
If we do nothing, the Austin region’s travel time index is projected to increase to 2.17 by 

2035. Under those conditions, today’s commute to work that may take only 30 minutes in 

no traffic and about 40 minutes in average traffic, could take more than an hour during rush 

hour in 25 years. Can you imagine a system where traffic on every road is almost as bad as 

traffic on IH 35 during rush hour today?

However, by constructing every project in the CAMPO 2035 Long-Range Transportation 

Plan, the region’s travel time index would continue to increase, but not as much as if we built 

nothing. That would include building every road, rail, bus, bicycle, and pedestrian project 

that has reasonably identified funding over the next 20-25 years. No one single project will 

solve congestion. No one single mode will solve congestion. In fact, building everything that 

can be funded for the next 20-25 years won’t solve congestion. In coordination with the 

other modeled strategies, we can take on traffic and reduce congestion.

Recent data show that the percentage of commuters that drive alone to work is slowly 

declining (Figure 11A on right). However, due to regional population growth, the total 

number of commuters that drive alone continues to increase (Figure 11B on right) and for the 

foreseeable future, commuters will continue to drive and most will drive alone. As shown in 

Figure 11C, if daily vehicle miles traveled (VMT) per capita remained constant, total regional 

VMT will grow in the future.

fiGure 10a
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This chart is a VMT forecast for the CAMPO region plotted against per-capita VMT trends and the per-capita VMT used for the forecast. 

This chart demonstrates that if per-capita VMT was to hold steady at current levels, VMT for the region would continue to grow given 

the population forecast.

fiGure 11C: hisToriC anD foreCasT VmT anD Per-CaPiTa VmT
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whaT You Can Do as an emPloYer:
• Create a mobile workforce program that works  
 best for your company, employees, and clients

• what works for one of your teams may not work for another  
 team; the same employees don’t have to work from home  
 every day

• Take advantage of technology such as video conferencing and  
 faster internet connections

how You Can helP as a CommuniTY member:
• ask your employer if creating a mobile workforce program is  
 a possibility 

PROMOTE A MOBILE WORKFORCE
oVerView
This strategy is designed to represent a 10% level 

of telecommuting, on average, throughout the 

5-county region. TTI reduced the total home-based-

work trips by 10% to model this strategy. Although 

this strategy is named “telecommuting” – this is just 

one way that total work trips can be reduced in 

the AM peak period. Other demographic changes 

could be implied by this reduction, for instance, 

more retirees or fewer workers added to the total 

regional work force would have the same effect.

It is important to note that these values are not 

predictive; these charts do not predict the levels of 

adoption of the strategies. The levels tested here are 

suppositions, not predictions. However, the impact to 

congestion, under these “what if” scenarios, is measured.
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fiGure 12a
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are you willing to 
telecommute to  
address congestion? 
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Central Texas is a national leader in terms of the percentage of the 

workforce that work at home. The trends in terms of percentage and 

absolute number also continue to increase (Figures 13A and 13B). By 

adding more mobile workforce options for employees, our regional labor 

force may continue to grow without the expected increase in traffic.

fiGure 13a: % of CenTral TeXans who workeD aT home

fiGure 13b: # of CenTral TeXans who workeD aT home

Source: American Community Survey

Source: American Community Survey

fiGure 13C: sTaTe of 
TransPorTaTion aTTenDee surVeY
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whaT You Can Do as an emPloYer:
• offer your employees a flexible work schedule that shifts their  
 commute out of rush hour. for example: shifts may start at times  
 outside of morning rush hour such as 7 am or 10 am, and shifts  
 may end at 4 Pm or 7 Pm. 9 days at 9 hours (reduce workday trips  
 by 10%); 4 days at 10 hours (reduce workday trips by 20%)

• Create a flexible scheduling program that best fits the needs of  
 your company, employees, and clients

how You Can helP as a CommuniTY member:
• ask your employer if creating a mobile workforce program is  
 a possibility

• use mobile technology such as waZe or inriX to help determine  
 the best time to leave for work or home 

SHIFTING TIME OF TRAVEL
oVerView
This strategy is designed to represent commuters 

and other AM peak period travelers making the 

choice to travel outside of the 7AM to 9AM peak 

period. To accomplish this scenario, TTI reduced 

the total travel in this time period by 12%. 5% of the 

travel was moved to depart in the 2 hour period 

before 7AM, while 7% of the travel was moved 

to depart later than 9AM, but before 11AM.

It is important to note that these values are 

not predictive; these charts do not predict the 

levels of adoption of the strategies. The levels 

tested here are suppositions, not predictions. 

However, the impact to congestion, under 

these “what if” scenarios, is measured.
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fiGure 14a
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Does your company have a policy allowing 
you to telecommute or have a flexible 
schedule? 

will you use mobile technology in the 
decision making process to plan your  
daily commute? 

Undecided

No

Yes

54%33%

Undecided

No

Yes

76%

15%

9%

13%

fiGure 15a: sTaTe of TransPorTaTion aTTenDee surVeY

fiGure 15b: sTaTe of TransPorTaTion aTTenDee surVeY
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oVerView
This strategy was formulated to represent an increase 

in non-single-occupant vehicular travel (non-SOV). 

This was modeled by taking an additional 11% of 

Single-Occupant Vehicles (SOV) off the road by 

moving them to transit, biking, or walking during 

the AM peak period. No measurement was done on 

the impact to the transit system or additional transit 

facilities that may be required to achieve these levels.

It is important to note that these values are 

not predictive; these charts do not predict the 

levels of adoption of the strategies. The levels 

tested here are suppositions, not predictions. 

However, the impact to congestion, under 

these “what if” scenarios, is measured.
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shifting mode of Travel

ALTERNATIVE MODES OF TRAVEL

whaT You Can Do as an emPloYer:
• encourage the use of transit, walking, cycling, and ride sharing 

• Purchase transit passes for your employees

• Take advantage of Commuter Tax benefits for transit and cycling

• encourage your employees to use mobile technology to  
 commute smarter

how You Can helP as a CommuniTY member:
• Try taking transit to a meeting or to work and turn your commute  
 into productive time

• Take a car off the road and incorporate exercise into your day by  
 walking or biking to work 

• use mobile technology to help you commute smarter such as  
 Carma for real-time ride sharing or ridescout for a real-time  
 summary of mode options

fiGure 16a
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fiGure 17b: # of CenTral TeXans who 
use PubliC TransiT To work DailY

fiGure 17D: # of CenTral TeXans 
who CarPool To work DailY

are you willing to use public 
transportation to address 
congestion?

fiGure 17e: sTaTe of TransPorTaTion 
aTTenDee surVeY

Source: American Community Survey

Source: American Community Survey
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fiGure 17a:# of CenTral TeXans 
who bike To work DailY

Source: American Community Survey
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fiGure 17C: # of CenTral TeXans 
who walk To work DailY

Source: American Community Survey
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SHIFTING LAND DEVELOPMENT
oVerView
The final wedge in the chart, called “Centers Plan” represents 

two changes:

1) TTI moved additional population and employment 

into Traffic Analysis Zones that somewhat represent the 

Centers concept as presented in the CAMPO 2035 Plan, and

2) TTI reduced the overall desired trip lengths by 25% for all 

home-based trip making.

The CAMPO goals in the 2035 Plan are to have 31%/38% 

population and employment, respectively, within Centers. 

According to TTI analysis of the Traffic Analysis Zones in 

the CAMPO model, there were about 11%/25% in or close to 

Centers in 2005. CAMPO reports in the Plan that there was 

16%/36% population and employment in Centers in 2010.

It is important to note that these values are not predictive; 

these charts do not predict the levels of adoption of the 

strategies. The levels tested here are suppositions, not 

predictions. However, the impact to congestion, under these 

“what if” scenarios, is measured.
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mixed-use land Development

whaT You Can Do as an emPloYer:
• ask employees how they want to commute

• Consider what traffic is today and what it will be two or three  
 years from now when making decisions on office locations

• when evaluating office locations, consider proximity to diverse  
 housing options and transit

how You Can helP as a CommuniTY member:
• Think about how much time you want to spend in traffic today and  
 in the future

• Consider how you could utilize public transit when you move by  
 asking if your home and your employer are located in Capital  
 metro’s service areas

• if you want to ride a bike or walk to work, research if there are  
 safe bike lanes and pedestrian facilities near your home and  
 your employer

fiGure 18a
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Do you agree that locating 
jobs near existing housing 
and locating housing near 
existing jobs will improve 
congestion?

fiGure 19b 

By moving more population and employment into Centers, 

the desired outcome is both fewer and shorter auto trips, 

since people living in the Centers can likely work, shop, and 

play within the same mixed-use Center in which they live.

Research Scenario

CAMPO 2035

2005

PoPulaTion in CenTers emPloYmenT in CenTers

38%

31%

14%

11%

26%
25%

Undecided

No

Yes

74%

9%

17%

fiGure 19C: sTaTe of TransPorTaTion 
aTTenDee surVeY

fiGure 19a: CamPo 2035 CenTers  
ConCePT maP
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Top Congested roadways

2010

20122011

Two road segments in Central 
Texas have appeared in the Top 
50 for each of the past four years: 
ih 35 and loop 1/moPac.

ih 35 is now #1...and not in a good way.

Year 2010 2011 2012 2013

ih 35 #4 #4 #4 #1

looP 1 #39 #35 #41 #27

TaCklinG ConGesTion
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Recognizing the growing urgency of 

Texas’ congestion problem, the 82nd 

Texas Legislature set aside $300 million 

in the General Appropriations Act (H.B. 1, 

TxDOT Rider 42) 

to improve the 

most congested 

roadway segments 

in the four 

most congested 

regions of Texas. 

Additionally, it 

targeted funding at the 50 most congested 

roads on the state system in 2011.

TaCklinG ConGesTion
riDer 42 uPDaTe

The Austin area received $31,280,000 

from Rider 42 to support engineering, 

feasibility studies and right-of-way 

acquisition on Austin corridors that 

ranked in the top 50 most congested 

road segments of the state in 2011. 

The Central Texas Working Group, a 

steering committee formed by Senator 

Kirk Watson, decided to focus most of 

the Rider 42 funding on addressing IH 

35 and MoPac (Loop 1). Building upon 

work initiated by the City of Austin 

on IH 35 and by the Central Regional 

Mobility Authority on MoPac, Rider 

42 helped accelerate improvements on 

both of these critical regional corridors. 

Additional work on IH 35 in Williamson 

and Hays Counties will further extend 

the impact of these improvements.

TaCklinG ConGesTion

Rider 42 Recommendation from the 

Central Texas Working Group:

• $16.5 million to develop improvements  

 to MoPac (Loop 1) from Lady  

 Bird Lake to Slaughter Lane

• $14 million to develop improvements  

 and an implementation program  

 for projects on IH 35 from SH 45  

 North to SH 45 South

• $800,000 to develop plans to help  

 transportation agencies coordinate  

 and clear wrecks more quickly on all  

 corridors

To learn more go to  
mobility.tamu.edu/mip/
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The MoPac corridor serves as a key route to numerous 

destinations including downtown and a growing employment 

hub in the 183/Braker Lane area. Over 180,000 vehicles use 

this corridor each day. By 2030, that number is projected to 

grow to more than 320,000. 

north of the river
The MoPac Improvement Project will add a northbound and 

southbound express lane from Parmer Lane to Cesar Chavez 

Street. The first express lanes in the region, these buffer-

separated lanes use variable tolls to keep traffic free flowing 

regardless of the traffic on the main lanes. This is accomplished 

by raising the toll when traffic is heavy and lowering the toll 

when traffic is light. The lanes provide non-tolled priority 

service to emergency vehicles, public transit buses and 

registered vanpools, but also allow individual drivers the 

option to use the lanes if they choose. All of the existing non-

tolled lanes will remain.

The express lanes will be located in the middle of the MoPac 

corridor, separated from the existing lanes by a four to five foot 

wide striped buffer zone with flexible plastic sticks. Drivers 

will be able to access the MoPac express lanes at Cesar Chavez 

Street, at Far West Boulevard and Anderson Lane, or at Parmer 

Lane. In addition to the express lanes, the MoPac Improvement 

Project will include:

• Sound walls

• Aesthetic enhancements and significant landscaping

• Enhanced bicycle and pedestrian facilities

• Enhanced traffic monitoring and incident management

south of the river
The Central Texas Regional Mobility Authority (CTRMA) 

began the MoPac South Environmental Study in 2013 and will 

identify the best improvements to address mobility and safety 

south of the river to Slaughter Lane. Express lanes are under 

consideration and the study is expected to take 2-3 years. 

TxDOT and the CTRMA have also partnered to study 

possible mobility improvements at Slaughter Lane and La 

Crosse Avenue. After engineering analysis and public input, 

underpasses are being considered for both intersections. The 

MoPac Intersections Environmental Study is expected to 

conclude in late 2014.

moPaC

The beGinninG of an eXPress lane sYsTem

moPaC imProVemenT  
ProJeCT Phase i (Parmer to Cesar 
Chavez): This express lane project 
with dynamic tolling is under  
construction. To open late 2015.

1 2 3 4 5

moPaC imProVemenT ProJeCT 
Phase ii (Cesar Chavez to 
slaughter lane): environmental 
study underway and expected to be 
complete in late 2016.

1 2 3 4 5

Phase 1: Conceptual Planning

Phase 2: implementation Plan

Phase 3: schematic and environmental Coordination

Phase 4: Construction Plans, row and utility Coordination

Phase 5: letting and Construction

Colors: 

Phase 
Complete

Phase 
underway

Phase 
not begun

Improvements may include: u-turn bridges, ramp 
improvements, additional intersection approach lanes, auxiliary 
lanes, sidewalks and other bicycle/pedestrian improvements.

moPaC inTerseCTions 
enVironmenTal sTuDY  
(slaughter lane & la Crosse 
avenue) environmental study 
underway and expected to be 
complete in late 2014.

1 2 3 4 5
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TaCklinG ConGesTion
ih 35 CaPiTal area imProVemenT  
Plan uPDaTe

act Today for a better Tomorrow
During the Rider 42 process, the Texas A&M Transportation 

Institute (TTI) modeled long-term scenarios for IH 35. The 

results are eye-opening. Contrary to common perception, 86% 

of the traffic on IH 35 is local. Even if we build every road, rail, 

transit, bike, and pedestrian project in the CAMPO 2035 Long-

Range Transportation Plan, a trip from downtown Austin 

to Round Rock will take more than two hours in 2035. 

ih 35 Downtown stakeholders working Group
Some of the biggest challenges along the IH 35 corridor are 

in downtown Austin where the right-of-way is tight and 

grading and short block lengths further complicate possible 

improvements. In 2013, TxDOT created the IH 35 Downtown 

Stakeholders Working Group to foster and encourage a regional 

dialogue about conceptual solutions along IH 35 from 15th Street 

to the river. The Austin Chamber of Commerce is currently 

represented by Bill Blackstone, Site Leader, Austin, Rackspace.

ih 35 is ViTal To our eConomY
Not only does the IH 35 corridor serve the nation as a top 

freight route, it also connects three of our region’s employment 

centers and handles tens of thousands of local trips each day.

Building off of the efforts of the City of Austin and additional 

funding provided by Rider 42, TxDOT and transportation 

partners along the IH 35 corridor are focused on identifying 

short- and medium-term improvements from SH 130 (north 

of Georgetown) and Posey Road (south of San Marcos). While 

each of these improvements has independent value, they 

also leverage improvements along the entire corridor. 

Concepts being considered include:

• Providing one additional new capacity through  

 lane in each direction (SH 45 N to SH 45 SE)

• Modifying ramps

• Adding/modifying auxiliary lanes

• Constructing collector-distributor (C-D) roads

• Texas Super Streets

• Diverging diamond intersections

• Roundabouts

• Bicycle and pedestrian improvements

• Travel demand management concepts

• Intelligent transportation/incident management

Learn more at www.mobility35.org

TaCklinG ConGesTion

before

afTer
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ih 35 fronTaGe roaD 
imProVemenT, wesTinGhouse 
roaD To sh 29: funded by 
williamson County and TxDoT; 
under construction

1 2 3 4 5

ih 35 ramP reVersal, fm 
3406 To us 79: planning and 
design funded by round rock; 
environmental clearance received; 
construction to begin late summer/
early fall 2014

 ih 35, sh 45n To fm 1431:  
project development funded by 
TxDoT; Phase 3 to be complete by 
end of 2014; no construction funds 
secured

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

 ih 35 (nb) aT 51sT sTreeT: 
funded by TxDoT & City of austin; 
construction let December 2013

1 2 3 4 5

 ih 35 aT riVersiDe DriVe:  
project development partially  
funded by TxDoT; no construction 
funds secured

1 2 3 4 5

 ih 35 aT olTorf sTreeT:  
project development funded by  
TxDoT; Phase 4 to be complete  
by fall 2014; no construction  
funds secured 

1 2 3 4 5

ih 35, fm 2001 To rm 150:  
ramp modifications; under  
construction

1 2 3 4 5

ih 35, fm 1626 To souTh of rm 
150: complete! 

1 2 3 4 5

ih 35, sTassneY lane – william 
Cannon: project development 
funded by TxDoT; Phase 4 to 
be complete by fall 2014; no 
construction funds secured

1 2 3 4 5

Phase 1: Conceptual Planning

Phase 2: implementation Plan

Phase 3: schematic and environmental Coordination

Phase 4: Construction Plans, row and utility Coordination

Phase 5: letting and Construction

Colors: 

Phase 
Complete

Phase 
underway

Phase 
not begun

Improvements may include: u-turn bridges, ramp 
improvements, additional intersection approach lanes, 
auxiliary lanes, sidewalks and other bicycle/pedestrian 
improvements.
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ProJeCT DeVeloPmenT sTaGes anD reGional maP

Phase 1:  Conceptual Planning: Perform high-level concept planning;  
 identify project need and scope; public outreach

Phase 2:  implementation Plan: identify issues and constraints;  
 assess project scope, critical components and geometrics;  
 operational assessment; fatal flaw analysis; develop  
 preliminary cost estimates; identify funding opportunities;  
 public outreach

Phase 3:  schematic and environmental Coordination: Prepare  
 preliminary schematic (30%); determine row needs;  
 develop and process environmental documentation; public  
 involvement and agency coordination

Phase 4:  Construction Plans, row and utility Coordination: Prepare  
 detailed construction plans; acquire necessary row; adjust  
 utilities and prepare detailed cost estimates

Phase 5:  letting and Construction: final approval of Ps&e; secure  
 funding; release final proposal; advertise request for bids;  
 review bids; award contract and initiate project construction

Complete underway not begun
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TaCklinG ConGesTion
rePorTinG on ProGress: regional Corridors
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Sl 360 inteRiM inteRSeCtion iMpRoveMentS 
SeGMentS 1-3

no other active interim improvement projects are currently being 
considered for other segments of loop 360 due to neighborhood 
opposition. 

Sl 360 inteRiM inteRSeCtion iMpRoveMentS 
SeGMent 4 (WAlSH tARlton to MopAC/lp1)

operational improvements include intersection improvements at sl 360/
lP 1, new auxiliary lanes northbound and southbound on sl 360 and a 
triple left from nb lP 1 to nb sl 360. anticipate federal approval in mid-
2015. estimated to cost $4m. Construction funding has not been secured.

Sl 360 lonG-teRM viSion

Corridor study and project development has not begun. no funding has 
been identified.

US 290/SH 71 inteRiM inteRSeCtion 
iMpRoveMentS (ConviCt Hill to 1826)

funded by City of austin and TxDoT. Construction underway. To open 
later summer of 2014. Delay due to utility relocation.

US 290/SH 71 ContinUoUS FloW inteRSeCtion 
inteRiM iMpRoveMentS (WilliAM CAnnon to 
y At oAK Hill)

funded by City of austin & TxDoT. Construction contract to let nov. 2013. 
open summer 2015. Delay due to utility relocation.

oAK Hill pARKWAy (lonG-teRM viSion)

Environmental studies began in Nov. 2012. No funding identified for 
construction.

SH 45 SW

a non-federal environmental impact study is underway and expected to 
be complete in early 2015.

US 183 noRtH Mobility StUdy (RM 620 SoUtH to 
loop 1)

Funding secured for environmental studies and the traffic & revenue 
study that began in late 2012.

beRGStRoM expReSSWAy (183 S FRoM US 290 to 
SH 71)

environmental studies to be complete in early 2015.

MAnoR expReSSWAy (US 290 eASt) pHASe i

us 183/us290 interchange is open!

MAnoR expReSSWAy (US 290 eASt) pHASe ii

under construction. entire project to open may 2014.

SH 71/RiveRSide oveRpASS 

under construction. To open 2014.

SH 71 At 973

open!

SH 130 SeGMentS 5 & 6

open!

SH 71 expReSS pRoJeCt (US 183 to eASt oF  
SH 130)

new capacity toll lanes, bridges over fm 973 and sh 130, connecting 
ramps between the new toll lanes and the main lanes of sh 71 and 
sh 130 and improved bike/ped facilities are being considered. 
environmental clearance is expected in summer 2014 with construction 
beginning in late 2014. anticipated to open in late 2016.

iH 35
reference pages 22-23.

MopAC
reference page 21.
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Transit working Group
In June of 2012, CAMPO’s Transit 

Working Group recommended that 

the Project Connect five-county, high-

capacity transit vision be incorporated 

into the CAMPO 2040 Long-Range 

Transportation Plan planning process. 

It includes: regional rail, commuter rail, 

bus rapid transit, urban rail, transit 

on express lanes, and park and rides. 

Based on criteria such as population, 

employment, density, congestion, growth, 

and physical constraints, the Transit 

Working Group prioritized corridors 

based on transit need. The North and 

Central Corridors of the region were 

recommended for further analysis. 

As these corridors and the others go 

through a more detailed study, the Project 

Connect vision will be updated based on 

analysis and additional public input. 

Definition of high-
Capacity Transit

• Any form of public transit that  

 travels in its own lane or right-of- 

 way for at least a portion of its route

• Any form of public transit that has  

 transit priority (traffic signals designed  

 to hold a green light slightly longer  

 when transit vehicles approach)

• High-capacity transit vehicles make  

 fewer stops, travel at higher speeds,  

 have more frequent service, and  

 carry more people than local service  

 transit, such as typical city buses

The Project Connect process was created 

to answer the following questions:

SySteM: How will high-capacity transit 

components in the CAMPO 2035 Plan and 

subsequent 2040 Plan work as a system?

FUndinG: How will we pay for 

the system over the long term?

oRGAnizAtion: How will 

our region organize to develop 

and operate the system?

The guiding principles adopted by the 

Transit Working Group and reflected 

in the Project Connect vision:

• Reliability/“Congestion proof”:  

 transit should run on time,  

 no matter what time of day.

• Connections between centers/ 

 regional connectivity: transit  

 should connect activity centers.

• economic development: the  

 proposed system should create  

 favorable economic development.

• travel demand: there  

 should be sufficient demand  

 for the proposed system.

• Convenience/“true alternative”:  

 transit should run at a convenient  

 time for travelers. Stops should  

 be located in reasonable proximity  

 to travelers’ destinations, and  

 transit should be as convenient as or  

 more convenient than driving a car.

ProJeCT ConneCT

inCreasinG  
mobiliTY oPTions

Photo courtesy of Capital Metro

2014 marks the beginning  
of metrorapid Transit
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 Project Connect: Central 
Corridor Team 

Recommendation

ProJeCT ConneCT: CenTral CorriDor 

in 2013 CenTral CorriDor DiD:
 kick-off/Process

 Define Sub-Corridors

 select Priority sub-Corridor

in 2014 CenTral CorriDor will:
 identify Preliminary alternatives

 Define Final Alternatives

 evaluate alternatives

 select locally Preferred  
 alternatives (lPa)

Already home to the University of 

Texas at Austin, the state capitol 

complex, and the central business 

district, the Central Corridor is poised 

to play an even larger role in the 

regional economy with the creation of 

the Dell Medical School, the Innovation 

Zone, and Waller Creek redevelopment. 

269,000 work trips take place to 

the Central Corridor each day. An 

additional 47,000 trips will take  

place within the corridor.

Working with the Project Team, 

the Central Corridor Advisory 

Group (CCAG) has helped guide the 

development of a high-capacity transit 

option for the corridor. Using public 

input and a data driven process that 

included such information as current 

and future ridership, congestion 

index, current and future densities, 

and environmental constraints and 

barriers, the CCAG recommended 

moving forward on the analysis of the 

highest scoring corridor, East Riverside 

and the second highest scoring 

corridor, Highland. 

The second phase of analysis will 

determine transit mode (i.e. Bus, 

Rail, etc), alignments (routes) and a 

service profile (frequency, reliability, 

station spacing, etc.). The Project Team 

is expected to recommend a mode, 

alignment, and service profile in  

May 2014.

inCreasinG  
mobiliTY oPTions

CCaG members:
maYor lee leffinGwell, mayor, City of austin

CounCil member bill sPelman, Council member, 
City of austin

John lanGmore, Vice Chair, Capital metro board 
of Directors

siD CoVinGTon, Chair, lone star rail board of 
Directors

PaT Clubb, university of Texas at austin

marTha smileY, austin area research 
organization, austin Chamber

Tom sTaCY, Downtown austin alliance

rePresenTaTiVe Celia israel, District 50, Texas 
house of representatives

naTalie maDeira CofielD, President & Ceo, 
Greater austin black Chamber of Commerce

GreG harTman, President and Ceo seton medical 
Center austin

aunDre Dukes, Portfolio manager and Public 
liaison, Texas facilities Commission

ali khaTaw, P.e., immediate Past Chair, Greater 
austin asian Chamber of Commerce

Julia monTGomerY, Citizen (austinites for urban 
rail action)

DaVe sulliVan, Citizen (former Coa Planning 
Commission member)

Tim TaYlor, Citizen (Partner, Austin Office of 
Jackson walker llP)

boone bloCker, Citizen; Vice Chair, urban 
Transportation Commission
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in 2013 norTh CorriDor DiD:
 identify transportation  
 problems and issues within the  
 corridor (“purpose and need”)

 Determine reasonable and feasible  
 alternatives to address those problems

 analyze, evaluate and  
 refine alternatives

 select a locally preferred  
 alternative (lPa)

in 2014 norTh CorriDor will:
 Produce final report and  
 executive summary documents

 Continue regional partnerships  
 to implement the plan

 initiate discussions of local  
 funding and phasing

ProJeCT ConneCT: norTh CorriDor 

The North Corridor was identified as a 

priority corridor for transit investment 

by the Transit Working Group. Under the 

leadership of Round Rock Mayor Alan 

McGraw and guidance of stakeholders from 

Austin, Georgetown, Pflugerville, and Round 

Rock, the North Corridor Project Team 

identified a program of high-capacity transit 

projects for the North Corridor. This Locally 

Preferred Alternative (LPA) expands existing 

MetroRapid service northward, uses the 

MoKan Corridor as a dedicated busway with 

limited stops from Pflugerville to downtown 

Austin and adds additional express bus and 

rapid bus services that help tie these transit 

investments into the Central Corridor. 

abouT The norTh CorriDor:
Half the population of Williamson and Travis counties will reside 

in the North Corridor by 2035. Four central Austin zip codes 

comprise the southern end of the North Corridor. By 2035, 55% of 

all jobs in the region will be located in the North Corridor.

From 2005 to 2035, the region’s population is forecast to increase 

by 123%, with employment increasing by 135%.

14 of the 38 regional growth centers (areas with a dense mix of 

employment, housing, and retail) identified in the CAMPO 2035 

plan are in the North Corridor.
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